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THE PRIDE OF EMU PLAINS
*AWARD WINNING *
Newsletter of the Lions Club of Emu Plains

NOVEMBER 2019
This newsletter is being produced by Publicity Officer, Jim Devine.
Thanks to all those who have submitted ideas, material and random
thoughts.
Acknowledgement to country. I would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners and Custodians of the
land on which this newsletter is being produced; Emu Plains, which is the traditional land of the Darug people.
I pay respect to Elders past, present and emerging and I recognise their continuing connection to land, water
and community.

COMING EVENTS 2019 (also please double-check Facebook and the website for late
changes/updates)
NOVEMBER or is it MOVEMBER? (Helping Men;s Mental Health)
Saturday Nov 2
Chocolate Wheel, Westfield Penrith Plaza
Wednesday Nov 6
Emu Plains Lions Business Meeting
Friday Nov 8
Nepean Hospital Open Day-Xmas cakes and puddings sales
Saturday Nov 9
Chocolate Wheel, Westfield Penrith Plaza
Saturday Nov 16
Chocolate Wheel, Westfield Penrith Plaza
Sunday Nov 17
YOTY INTERVIEWS
Thursday Nov 21
Youth of the Year Speech Presentation Dinner
Saturday Nov 23
Chocolate Wheel, Westfield Penrith Plaza
Sunday Nov 24
TOMRA’s Return and Earn scheme finishes
Saturday Nov 30
Chocolate Wheel, Westfield Penrith Plaza

If you want to assist at the Chocolate Wheel in Westfield Plaza, Penrith (that operates every Saturday
morning), please contact John Choma on 4735 5120. Just let John know when you are available and you can be
rostered on for one Saturday morning per month for a few hours or on any Saturday you like, as often as you
like. If you would like to assist on any other of the events shown within this newsletter, or on the website or
Facebook page, please contact Dave Markham (Activities & Projects Manager) on 4735 1817 or 0431 787161.
Friends of Lions can volunteer to help at the any of the above events (except the Business Meetings) If a Friend
of Lions wishes to attend a Business Meeting to gain further insight as to the workings of the Club, please
contact the Club. All members, partners and Friends of Lions are invited to attend the informal Dinner
Meetings and Guest Speaker Nights, if they so desire. Don’t forget your Roster Days on the Chocolate Wheel.
If you have to change a roster day on the Chocolate Wheel please let Jim Devine know so the Roster on the
website can be altered (email: jimdevine@bigpond.com).
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REMINDER

Members, if you misplace your latest newsletter or Chocolate Wheel roster, you can view them in the
‘Members Only’ section of the website. What? You’ve forgotten your password? Contact Webmaster, Jim
Devine to confirm your password.

Major Sponsor

MOUNTAIN BLUE CAFE

Some lucky winners of our raffles this year have been treated to vouchers to Mountain Blue Café, Glenbrook.
It’s just a short drive up the Motorway, where you’ll enjoy a diverse menu, especially enjoyable for ‘all day’
breakfast or a lunch, and why not follow it up with a browse through the gift shop and a look at the panorama
painting. A very pleasant experience!

AWARD WINNING NEWSLETTER

By now you have been reminded (ad nauseam?) that this little publication,
you are reading, is the winner of the Ted Tricker Memorial Trophy Bulletin
Award for the best newsletter in Lions District 201N5, for the 3rd year in a
row.
But as I’ve pointed out, it’s not a solo effort, so again this month I’d like to
shine a light on someone who not only provides jokes and humorous stories
but inspiration to make someone’s day better by making them smile.
Thank you, Liam Nangle!

Click Media
ph 4722 9170 or sales@clickmedia.com.au
Supplier of Lions Club mobile signage and
specialty printing needs.
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[Sponsor of Membership brochure]

[Sponsor of ‘Ode to a Lion’ brochure]
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YOUTH OF THE YEAR

The Club is gearing up for one of the highlights of the year, with
preparations for this year’s Youth of the Year Program Dinner on Thu
21 November. This year with the backing of Domenic Meduri, Licensee
of McDonald’s North St Marys we have agreed to provide scholarships
of $250 to the Overall Club winner and $500 to the Overall Area winner
of this year’s Program.
If you are between 15-19 years of age, and attend one of the following schools, you can apply to be a contestant
in this year’s Emu Plains Lions Club Youth of the Year. Emu Plains Lions select from the following schools;
•
•
•
•

McCarthy Catholic College
Nepean Creative and Performing Arts High School
St Pauls Grammar
Penrith Anglican College.

Other schools are supported by Lions Clubs in the Area
so for more information please contact the Emu Plains
Club’s Youth of the Year Chairman, Jim Devine, on
jimdevine@bigpond.com or 0427 110 061 for further
information

McDonald’s + Emu Plains LIONS =
A GOOD COMBO DEAL
.

McDonald’s and Emu Plains Lions …
serving the Community.
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PREVIOUS CLUB OVERALL YOTY WINNERS (Last 5 years);

2018 Connor Thorpe

2017 Monique Schoebel

St Pauls Grammar

Penrith Anglican College

2016 Brittany Reeves
Penrith Anglican
College

2015 John Nolan
Penrith Anglican
College
* District finalist

. 2014 Hannah Davison
Penrith Anglican College

RECYCLE FOR SIGHT

Rotary are working together with Emu Plains Lions offering to
hold a ‘Recycled’ Glasses box in their Lower Blue Mountains
Rotary Op Shop in Blaxland, to promote the collection of
prescription reading glasses.
Our glasses co-ordinating ‘team’ of Sue and Jack Hunt proudly told
the Rotary Op Shop‘s Kerry Gunn, that Emu Plains Lions have
forwarded over 30,000 glasses for grading and to be sent to third
world countries.
We are proud of our achievement and thank Sue and Jack for their work behind the scenes, that may go
unnoticed … but not by us!
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RIDBC

On Wed 02 Oct before the Business meeting, Darren Parmenter from the
Royal Institute for Deaf and Blind Children (RIDBC) gave a presentation to the
Board.
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ERRATA - MEMBERSHIP ANNIVERSARIES

At the October Business meeting a presentation was made to John
Choma and it should have been made to Andy Heaton for their 45th and
22nd membership anniversaries in October, respectively. The editor
erroneously had Bob Baines as receiving the anniversary tab. Apologies
to all.
This month it is the celebration of the 5th anniversaryb of Dave
Markham.

FACEBOOK

Like and Follow us at Lions Club of Emu Plains Inc.
For the period 22 Sep–19 Oct our posts reached 1.2k, with 723 post
engagements with 2 new page likes.
The posts this month have been Lennox Newsagency donating
magazines to Nepean Hospital’s Cancer Care Centre, Royal Institute
for Deaf and Blind’s address to our Oct business meeting, John
Choma’s 45th and Andy Heaton’s 22nd Lions Membership
Anniversaries, a presentation by the Smocking Guild and
Welcoming people to order Xmas cakes and puddings.
.
If you have a good story to tell, there’s an audience out there!
And don’t forget our Website; http://emuplains.nsw.lions.org.au/

LENNOX NEWSAGENCY

Ash Botrous Owner/Manager of Lennox Newsagency at
Emu Plains has agreed to supply magazines on a monthly
basis to patients at Nepean Hospital’s Cancer Care Centre.
The idea came from new Emu Plains Lions member,
Steven Wallace, who himself was a patient and
experienced the ‘drought’ of reading material whilst he
underwent chemo and radiation treatment and recovery.
Lennox Newsagency is a lotteries agency, sells
newspapers and magazines, greeting cards, school
supplies, stationery and gifts.
Support businesses who support our community!
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PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Parkinson’s NSW is a for purpose organisation providing
essential services to people living with Parkinson’s, their
families and carers. Services currently include an InfoLine
staffed by Parkinson’s specialist nurses, Neurological Nurses
in the community, over 70 Support Groups, counselling,
education seminars and we also fund research to find new
treatments and ultimately a cure.
Parkinson’s is a progressive neurological condition which affects the brain’s ability to control movement and
may also be associated with other symptoms including mood, depression and anxiety. There is no cure.
In Australia, every hour of every day someone is diagnosed with Parkinson’s. Latest research suggest up to
212,000* (1 in 117) Australians are living with Parkinson’s. Whilst the majority of people affected are over 60
at the time of diagnoses, 18% are of working age and 10% are under the age of 40.
Parkinson’s NSW is a non-Government funded organisation.

Please contact Parkinsons’ NSW on 1800 644 189.
Support for people living with Parkinson's and their carers see Nepean and Blue Mountains Parkinson’s
Support Group (www.bmpsg.org) which meets the 3rd Thursday of each month at Penrith RSL. Contact the
Coordinator, Vivienne Ross; on 47379141 or 0404836921 or barravivz@iinet.net.au

COMING UP IN DECEMBER

December is going to be a busy month … Xmas cakes and puddings sales at the Lennox … Xmas tree and
cake s and pudding sales at Lions Park, Emu Plains … BBQ at the Penrith Paceway Fireworks … Food drop at
Coles Glenmore Park for the Salvation Army … Toy delivery to Nepean and Westmead Hospitals for the
Salvation Army … BBQ at Carols on the Course and fireworks at Leonay Sports Club … plus the regular
Chocolate Wheel, David Reid ‘Coffee and Company’ visits … busy boys and girls1
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NEVER GIVE UP

At age 5 his father died.
At age 16 he quit school.
At age 17 he had already lost four jobs.
At age 18 he got married.
Between ages 18 and 22, he was a railroad conductor and failed.
He joined the army and washed out there.
He applied for law school, he was rejected.
He became an insurance sales man and failed again.
At age 19 he became a father.
At age 20 his wife left him and took their baby daughter.
He became a cook and dishwasher in a small cafe.
He failed in an attempt to kidnap his own daughter, and eventually he convinced his wife to return home.
At age 65 he retired.
On the 1st day of retirement he received a check from the Government for $105.
He felt that the Government was saying that he couldn’t provide for himself.
He decided to commit suicide, life wasn’t worth living anymore; he had failed so much.
He sat under a tree writing his will, but instead, he wrote what he would have accomplished with his life. He
realized there was much more that he hadn’t yet done. There was one thing he could do better than anyone he
knew. And that was how to cook.
So he borrowed $87 against his check and bought and fried up some chicken using his recipe, and went door to
door to sell them to his neighbours in Kentucky.
Remember, at age 65 he was ready to commit suicide.
But at age 88 he founded an Empire and became a billionaire.
Moral of the story: It's never too late to start all over.
MOST IMPORTANLY, IT'S ALL ABOUT YOUR ATTITUDE.
NEVER GIVE UP, NO MATTER HOW HARD IT GETS.
You have what it takes to be successful. Go for it and make a difference.
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FLOWERS BY JAROON
Emu Plains Florist Lennox. To order by phone, please call (02) 47351106 ask for Craig or Jaroon.•
Providing a full range of custom floral designs with a focus on your
special requirements.

THAT’S SMOCKING

The Smocking Arts Guild of NSW Inc addressed
our October Bistro meeting to explain just what
‘smocking’ is … it’s a design technique to control
the fullness in a fabric, with beautiful embroidery
stitches. To do smocking, regular gathers (or pleats)
are taken on the fabric with long stitches on the back
and very small stitches in the front, to embellish
dresses and garments.
The ladies explained their NOT FOR PROFIT
STATUS and how they raise funds … we made a
'small' donation!
The Guild donates to various hospital's children's
wards for 'premmies', stillborn and those requiring
IV or other medical aids.
http://www.smockingguildnsw.com/

Amcal Max Emu Plains, Lennox Village, Shop
15, Water Street, Emu Plains, NSW 2750
PH: 02 4735 1303 FAX: 02 4735 6096
Ask for Peter.
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By Sheldon Ross
CEO St.Dalfour
(Australia)
email: sheldonr@stdalfour.com.au
info: 800 777 742

It’s Only Words

Rediscovering the wonder

and value of the written word.

Vaucluse Lighthouse

Last weekend while attending my local Sunday
Church, the Pastor brought before the congregation
two examples of how ‘purpose’ can be likened he
chose these 2 examples
The first went like this; the late Steve Irwin one of
Australia’s most applauded wild life warrior come
ambassador. During a stint on TV in American he
was asked by a reporter “why do you do what you
do?” Steve respond in his usual Country Aussie
style. “Mate this was the purpose I was born for.
To help save the wild life and the environment in
which they live”.
The second was of the captain of one of largest
warship USS IOWA whilst on night manoeuvres
off the coast of Australia.
Upon receiving a message from another on the sea,
stating his ship was on a collision course.
The Captain responded “then you change your
course”, seconds later the voice over the radio came
back “I can’t change, you change yours.” The
Captain now sounding somewhat irritated said “do
you know who are talking to, I insist you change
yours” The response came back from the unknown
voice “sorry Captain you will collide if you don’t
change course, as for me I can’t change my course
I’m a lighthouse”.
Isn’t this such a poignant comparison, the first
humble and understanding the second one of
arrogance and lack of vision. I was inspired by this
comparison, however it was the voice lighthouse
keeper that really stirred my curiosity. To write the
following piece, keeping in mind the purpose of
both examples was striving to save lives.

Centuries ago when communication between people
and countries took days, weeks or longer to deliver,
in stark contrast of today’s over laden
communication environment.
When ships where still made of wood, where
electricity and electric light were yet to be invented.
That’s when the shoreline lighthouse truly came
into its own. Over the centuries while in use around
the world it saved oh so many a ship, its passengers
and crew. Some named it ‘the light that saved’.
others a ‘God sent blessing’. With its revolving
mirrors magnifying beams of light that could be
seen in the darkness many miles out sea. In my
research I was surprised to learn the lighthouse in
its original form was discovered in use all the way
back to the Egyptians and later the Romans 2000
years ago.
Other forms of lighthouse were more basic
consisting of controlled bonfires or beacons of
flame
positioned the coastline. While most lighthouses
were built on dry land there are some built way into
the surf.
In summary the lighthouse for many was the only
light in the darkness from sunset to dawn 7 days a
week 365/6 years. The Lighthouse/s also were a
home for the lighthouse keeper
and sometimes for their family with a house
adjoining building. Today most lighthouse are
unmanned and solar driven. (See above Vaucluse
Lighthouse on the Sydney Coastline)
This whole subject awakened my imagination to
another form of lighthouse, one with twin mirrors,
that when used well and good, might bring light to
others living in a so-called spiritual darkness.
I am referring to our eyes, often called our human
window onto the world. Our eyes can also speak
volumes by the light they omit, light springing forth
from the inner soul the engine house of the spiritual
heart.
Everyone has the capacity to shine, sadly for many
their lights seem to have faded somewhat and thus
fail to see ‘that something’ that is ‘sailing’ towards
them.
I believe it’s up to us for our bright lights shine and
reach out to those in ‘peril of the sea’
It’s so easy really, all it takes is to look into
another’s eye with an act of kindness, generosity or
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by simply asking RUOK? Perhaps you are that light
for someone lost in the dark. I hope so.
This is my second year writing this column, I would
love to hear from you with your comments or ideas
for an article. If that’s you! Please contact me on
email sheldonr@stdalfour.com.au and mark it ideas
and comments for Lions Emu Plains Newsletter.

XMAS CAKES AND PUDDINGS
1kg Cakes & .9kg Puddings are just $13.00
GREAT VALUE 1.5kg Cakes are $17.00

This month’s competition
“Discover the sentence containing the word
inspired” (17 words.)
Send the written line to my email address and win
an instant St.Dalfour Christmas Gift Pack Valued at
$20.00

The ‘Cake Master’ David Kitley
ORDERS;
David and Carol Kitley
Phone: Carol 0414 354 991
$15.00 or $20.00 with embroidered St. Dalfour
Tote Bag

Email: kitleyhouse@optusnet.com.au
Or

Cheryl and Jim Devine

Phone;

Cheryl Devine 0417 234 295
Jim Devine 0427 110 061

Email; jimdevine@bigpond.com

Your sincerely
Sheldon Ross
Written 29 October 2019

Orders before 15 Nov are eligible for a lucky draw
for a $20 voucher to Mountain Blue Café at
Glenbrook.
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Tantalise your tastebuds on some
delicious sushi from Deli Sushi. All
products are made on the
premises, locked in for freshness.

AUSTRALIA’S LEADING MEAT
WHOLESALER

FARM FRESH MEATS LENNOX
SHOP SP001
LENNOX VILLAGE EMU PLAINS
PH 4735 5817
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LIONS ON THE MOVE

Ross and Lorna Cameron from Sun Valley, the charter members
of the Australian Motorhoming Lions Club (AMLC).
Just a quick note letting all of you know we finally made it after a
long and uncertain process. 868 vehicles in our Largest Parade of
Camping Vehicles.
Thanks to all of you who joined in this crazy and hopefully
enjoyable undertaking.
We did not achieve the LED lights record since the image created was only a very long line and the
rules required it to be a recognisable image ... Figure that out if you can.
It took a hell of a lot of work behind the scenes and
the outcome of both attempts was never predictable.
However, we succeeded with the more important
record!!
Thank you for your part!
Lions Lorna and Ross
Further Information:
Contact Len Waddington on 0418902-004.
Email amlc201Q4@gmail.com

Hair Depot
Shop 4,
Centro Lennox Shopping
Centre,

Emu Plains, NSW 4735 6225

The Only Behavioural
Optometry Service in Penrith
& The Blue Mountains
Emerald St, Emu Plains NSW
2750 Ph 4735 4251
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LIAM’S WORLD (brought to you by)

•
•
•
•

Let’s Go Cruising! - 7 Night Jewels of
the Mediterranean
Pacific Island Getaway - Save up to
50% OFF Second Guest
Balkan Adventure - Where Hidden
Gems Are Waiting to be Discovered
Best of South Africa - Explore from
Johannesburg to Cape Town

Two Heads Are Better Than One

Explanation

A tourist travelling in County Clare came
across a little antique shop operated by a man
named Liam and was lucky enough to pick up
the skull of Oscar Wilde for a mere 200 Irish
punts. Included in the price was a certificate of
authenticity signed by Wilde himself.
Fifteen years later the tourist returned to Ireland
and asked Liam, the man from Clare, who
owned the antique shop, if he had any more
bargains.
'I've got the very thing for you, 'said the
shopkeeper, 'It's the genuine skull of Oscar
Wilde.'
'You cheat, 'exploded the tourist, 'You sold me
that fifteen years ago, 'and producing the skull
added loudly, 'Look, they're not even the same
size.'
'You have got it wrong,' said Liam, 'This is the
skull of Oscar Wilde when he was a lad.'

Liam was driving his lorry when he saw a
bridge with a sign saying 10- foot maximum
headroom. He slowed down wondering if he
could drive under it or not.
'A shure I'll give it a go', he thought only to
find that his lorry got stuck underneath it.
Liam sat back in his seat, poured out a cup of
tea and lit a cigarette. A policeman arrived a
short time later and knocked on the cab door
which Liam immediately opened.
'What do you think you are doing?' demanded
the policeman in a sharp tone.
'Sure I'm having me tea break', replied Liam.
'And what do you work at?' enquired the
policeman.
'Agh shure, I deliver bridges,' smiled Liam,
'and my lorry has run out of petrol.'

Liam said; ‘It’s a five-minute walk from my house to the pub’,
‘BUT’ he bemoaned ‘it’s a thirty-five minute walk from the pub to my house’ …
He concluded ‘The difference is staggering!’
Paddy says to Liam, ‘Is this your pen?’ Liam replies ‘Let me have a look.’
Liam takes the pen and picks up a piece of paper and appears to write something on it.
Liam the states ‘Yes it’s my pen!’ Paddy being a bit suspicious says ‘How do you know?’
To which Liam replies ‘Well, it’s my handwriting!!‘
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Sponsored by;

MARK’S CONNECTION COLUMN

Hello Fellow Loins,
The Drought.
The current drought that we are experiencing
should be a real concern for all of us. With the
agricultural areas of the eastern states of our
country experiencing one of our worst droughts in
recent times, Government needs to look at all
possible solutions.
In 1938, John Bradfield, better known for
designing the Sydney Harbour Bridge, submitted a
proposal to redirect water from the top half of
Queensland and divert it south in into south
Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia. The scheme involved diverting water from 3 rivers
that are fed by monsoon rain, inland and south using pipes, open channels and dams.
The water would eventually make its way to Lake Eyre
and the Murray Darling Basin. There are critics and
supporters to the plan. With all our engineering expertise
available today, the plan could be fine-tuned and refined
to maximise the available water. if this plan was
adopted, it could be the greatest piece of infrastructure
ever undertaken in this country. The amount of food that
could be grown with a constant supply of water on the
western plains and slopes, would enable Australia to feed
the world.
I understand Governments don’t like starting projects where they maybe not around to cut the ribbon at
the official opening. Thinking well into the future, watering Australia should be one of the most
important priorities of any Government, regardless what side of politics there from. The amount of
wealth and prosperity it could bring is unimaginable.
Take care everyone.
Mark Nielsen
Year 10 Student at Penrith Anglican College and Friend of Emu Plains Lions
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RETURN AND EARN CONTRACT TO EMU PLAINS LIONS

Tomra have extended the partnership and our listing on the Return and Earn
machines for another 3 months. From Monday 26th August until 24 November
2019, your local Return and Earn machines at
•
Emu Sports Club, 1 Leonay Parade, Leonay and
•
Lennox Village Emu Plains, Gt Western Hwy & Pyramid St, Emu Plains
Continue to provide the community to the Lions Club of Emu Plains.
We are listed along with the following 3 NSW-wide organisations: RSPCA NSW, Careflight NSW, Hello
Sunday Morning.
Most drinks containers between 150ml and three litres can get you a refund. They need to be in good condition
(not broken or crushed), be empty and have the label attached.
The containers can be made of: Glass; Plastic; Aluminium; Steel; Or liquid paperboard (cartons).

TAG PROACTIVE MARKETING – HELPING YOU TO BE SEEN

ONE SOURCE – SO MANY SOLUTIONS
Proud Local Supplier of Uniforms, Sportswear and Promotional Items.
Polos, T-shirts, caps, jackets, sports bags, stubby holders, pens, lanyards, umbrellas
and much more.
Whether it’s embroidered, sublimated, printed or engraved, we can put a label on it.
Contact Bernadette
PHONE 1800 000 343 (Freecall) PHONE 0296231210
Email sales@tagpm.com.au
Website www.tagpm.com.au
and Promotional Items.
Polos, T-shirts, caps, jackets, sports bags, stubby holders, pens, lanyards, umbrellas
and much more.
Whether it’s embroidered, sublimated, printed or engraved, we can put a label on it.
Contact Bernadette
PHONE 1800 000 343 (Freecall) PHONE 0296231210
Email sales@tagpm.com.au
Website www.tagpm.com.au
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LIONS CLUB OF EMU PLAINS
Enquiries: President Alan Cooper
Ph. 4739 2603
Mail: PO Box 18 Emu Plains
NSW 2750
Email; emuplains@lionsclubssydney.org.au
Web site:
http://emuplains.nsw.lions.org.au/
Meetings;
1st (Business Meeting) & 3rd
Wednesdays (Bistro Meeting) each
month at Emu Plains Sporting &
Recreation Club
starting at 7.00PM

SERVICE TO LIONS
45 years
29 years
22 years
19 years
17 years
17 years
13 years
7 years
6 years
5 years
4 years
1 year
< 1 year

John Choma (Life and Charter
Member)
Bob Baines
Andy Heaton
Ian West
Sue Hunt
Liam Nangle
David Kitley
Alan Cooper
Jim Devine
Bill Moore
David Markham
Kris Kringle
Ted E Bear
Cheryl Devine
Steven Wallace

President Alan Cooper

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS:
Bill Moore and Jack Hunt
celebrate their birthdays
in November. .

ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATIONS

.

There are no wedding anniversaries in Nov.

Issued Saturday 02 November MMXIX
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